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FOOTBALL



The key features in the category of Football Boots include:

Dual Density Outsole - A firmer outsole polymer combined with 

a softer outsole that attenuates load in places where load forces 

are high. The properties of the outsole improve cushioning and 

comfort whilst providing a stable base for quick feet propulsion.

Multi-Stud Configuration - Providing a combination of 

different traction configurations and shapes as well as different 

stud designs and outsole numbers to optimise traction properties 

and ensure even weight bearing distribution dependent on the 

design of the boot.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

Rearfoot GEL - These units provide an additional layer of 

cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high 

impact loads of running.

HG10mm - A midsole ramp 10mm built into the midsole of the 

football boot that reduces load on the calf and achilles region to 

reduce injury risk and fatigue.

Removable Sockliner - Provides anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increases 

comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

 

Kangaroo Leather Vamp - Enhancing the comfort of the boot 

by providing a natural feel of leather. It also contributes to “added 

feel” of the ball on the foot.

Pebax Outsole - Is a polyethele-nylon mixture that provides a 

super lightweight outsole but with high stability.

Injection PU Outsole - Is a polyurethane material that is 

more pliable than other synthetics thus providing a softer-more 

comfortable supportive outsole.

Solyte Midsole - A lighter weight midsole material that 

combines a midsole foam (EVA) and SpEVA that enhances 

cushioning and durability of the football boot.

Gusset Tongue Construction - To prevent dirt, grass and water 

from entering the football boot through the lace eyelets or the 

space between the tongue and the upper part of the boot.

Clutch Counter - An external heel support that promotes 

Rearfoot stability to improve the fit and comfort of the shoe. 

PHF - An internal heel foam-cushioning that protects the achilles 

tendon / heel bone from the abrasive football load forces of 

twisting and turning that affect the Rearfoot.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Adult Football boots comprise of 11 different models for all codes 

including football boots specific to male and female genders, firm ground and soft ground models, training and match day models. 

The ASICS range of football boots are designed for Australian ground conditions and have coverage for the wet winter months and 

hard surfaces of Summer when pre-season training commences and some codes of football are played.

FEATURES
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The GEL-LETHAL ULTIMATE IGS 12 is a protective stable 

boot for the foot that needs support. The boot offers depth and 

a generous fit for the thicker shaped foot or when wearing 

orthotics. HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, 

durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles. The outsole 

traction combines a perimeter of conical shaped studs at the 

Rearfoot and variable shaped lugs at the Forefoot to evenly 

distribute weight bearing loads especially on harder surfaces. A 

Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The GEL-LETHAL ULTIMATE IGS 12 is a protective stable boot 

for the foot that needs support and for a thicker shaped foot.

OUTSOLE: A Solyte Polymer dual density outsole provides a 

combination of elasticity and stiffness that supports and allows 

flexibility in the boot; thus very easy to wear. Built on a generous 

shaped last suited to numerous foot shapes. The perimeter 

of the outsole includes conical shaped studs at the Rearfoot 

and variable shaped lugs at the Forefoot combined to offer a 

stable base of support to evenly distribute weight bearing loads 

especially on harder surfaces. 

MIDSOLE: The outsole of the boot is reinforced to offer a 

stable midfoot shank by a Trusstic midfoot brace that links the 

Rearfoot with the Forefoot improving shoe durability and torsional 

stiffness. The use of a Solyte Lasting 65 reinforces foot support 

and GEL Rearfoot units attenuate load at heel-strike. A Solyte 

HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, durability and 

reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The boot offers depth and a 

generous fit for the thicker shaped foot or when wearing orthotic. 

A Clutch Counter incorporating heel foam (PHF) improves the 

fitting options accommodating a wide variety of different shaped 

heels. Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P605Y.0145 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/VICTORIA BLUE/SILVER

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$220

GEL-LETHAL  
ULTIMATE IGS 12

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P605Y.9093 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/SILVER

P605Y.9001 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/BLACK



The GEL-LETHAL 18 is a protective stable boot for the foot that 

needs support. The boot offers depth and a generous fi t for the 

thicker shaped foot and a softer upper material with a protective 

gussett tongue improves the fi t and feel of the boot. A HG10mm 

midsole ramp enhances cushioning, durability and reduces 

loads on the calf and achilles. The outsole stud confi guration is 

a traditional conical moulded style providing improved comfort 

when compared to other stud patterns. Ideal for fi rm to hard 

surfaces. A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe 

cushioning and improves shoe fi t.

The GEL-LETHAL 18 is a protective stable boot for the foot that 

needs support. Differing from the Lethal Ultimate IGS 11 in that 

it has a protective gusset tongue and traditional conical moulded 

style stud pattern.

OUTSOLE: A Solyte Polymer outsole provides a combination of 

elasticity and stiffness that supports and allows fl exibility in the 

boot; thus very easy to wear. Built on a generous shaped last 

suited to numerous foot shapes, the outsole stud confi guration 

is a traditional conical moulded style that provides improved 

comfort when compared to other stud patterns. Ideal for fi rm to 

hard surfaces.

MIDSOLE: The outsole of the boot is reinforced to offer a 

stable midfoot shank by a Trusstic midfoot brace that links the 

Rearfoot with the Forefoot improving shoe durability and torsional 

stiffness. The use of a Solyte Lasting 65 reinforces foot support 

and GEL Rearfoot units attenuate load at heel-strike. A Solyte 

HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, durability and 

reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The boot offers depth and a 

generous fi t for the thicker shaped foot. The heel counter is 

padded with foam (PHF). The Removable Sockliner provides an 

anatomical moulded support for the foot to rest on. This serves 

to cushion the foot, increase comfort and improve shoe fi t. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

FOOTBALL6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P606Y.9045 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/VICTORIA BLUE

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$180GEL-LETHAL 18

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P606Y.0149 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/INDIGO BLUE/MID GREY



The LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT is a supportive performance 

boot with a traditional conical stud configuration for firm ground 

or soft surfaces. A Kangaroo leather upper is appreciated by 

those familiar with the comfort and ball touch of leather, whilst 

the midsole and outsole combine to provide a supportive unit 

via Solyte, HG10mm and an Injection Nylon outsole to offers a 

supportive outsole unit.

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT is a supportive performance 

boot for the moderately unstable foot. Key features of the boot 

include Kangaroo leather and traditional conical studs.

OUTSOLE: An injected polyurethane outsole provides a flexible 

but sturdy unit for comfort and change of direction that includes 

a multi ctud configuration of conical shaped studs that provides 

improved comfort when compared to other stud patterns and 

sure footing on both firm and soft surfaces.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte midsole unit that is light in weight combines 

two foams, EVA and SpEVA to promote cushioning. The 

midsole unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material 

is a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot comfort and 

“ball touch” from the natural feel of leather against the foot. A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-14.
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P518L.9099 7-12,13,14 BLACK/ONYX/NEON LIME

P518L.9006 7-12,13,14 BLACK/WHITE/SILVER

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$270LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P518L.9690 7-12,13,14 GLACIER GREY/BLACK/DARK GREY

P518L.0601 7-12,13,14 VERMILLION/WHITE/BLACK

P518L.0100 7-12,13,14 WHITE/SNOW/VERMILION
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RRP
$270

LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT 
INDIGENOUS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P518L.9070 7-12,13,14 BLACK/BURNT SUN/RED CENTRE The pinnacle of performance, our Lethal Testimonial range 

has long been a favourite of national and international level 

footballers across all football codes. The latest incarnation, 

the LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT INDIGENOUS, brings 

new technology into this traditional football boot without 

compromising its simplicity. Built to help neutrals and mild-

pronators perform at their peak, a traditional conical stud 

configuration provides extra grip on both firm and soft surfaces. 

Meanwhile, a supple kangaroo leather upper provides better feel 

for the ball. With our HG10 technology to reduce strain on the 

achilles and calf, and a Solyte midsole for stability, the boot takes 

a footballer’s play to new heights. 

The LETHAL TESTIMONIAL 4 IT INDIGENOUS is a supportive 

performance boot for the moderately unstable foot. Key features 

of the boot include Kangaroo Leather and traditional conical 

studs.

OUTSOLE: An injected polyurethane outsole provides a flexible 

but sturdy unit for comfort and change of direction that includes 

a multi stud configuration of conical shaped studs that provide 

improved comfort when compared to other stud patterns and 

sure footing on both firm and soft surfaces.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte midsole unit that is light in weight combines 

two foams, EVA and SpEVA to promote cushioning. The midsole 

unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material 

is a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot comfort and 

“ball touch” from the natural feel of leather against the foot. A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be removed 

if using orthotics.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P704Y.9601 7-12,13,14,15,16 GLACIER GREY/WHITE/STONE GREY

P704Y.0090 7-12,13,14,15,16 PEARL WHITE/BLACK/SILVER

The new MENACE is a supportive performance boot with a 

traditional conical stud configuration for firm ground or soft 

surfaces. The difference for the player here is that the studs are 

3mm shorter than the TESTIMONIAL to cater for extremely firm 

grounds. A new super thin Japanese made synthetic leather 

upper is laser cut to reduce weight substantially giving a super 

efficient lightweight feeling boot. The midsole (hidden) and 

outsole combine to provide a supportive unit via Solyte, HG10mm 

and Injection Nylon that offers a supportive outsole unit. A 

Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The MENACE is a supportive performance boot for the moderately 

unstable foot. Key features of the boot include Japanese super thin 

synthetic leather and traditional conical studs.

OUTSOLE: An injection nylon outsole provides a flexible but 

sturdy unit for comfort and change of direction that includes 

a Multi Stud Configuration of conical shaped studs with softer 

feeling PU tips, that provides improved comfort when compared 

to other stud patterns and sure footing on both firm and soft 

surfaces.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte midsole unit that is light and hidden away 

from view, promotes cushioning and comfort. The midsole 

unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material is a 

Teijin Japanese synthetic that has no backing and thus allows for 

more weight reduction and improved feel of the ball on the foot. 

An exciting element of adding laser cutting to the material gives 

it a vibrant appeal whilst also enhancing the weight reduction. A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-14,15,16.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$240MENACE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P704Y.9099 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/ONYX/BLACK

P704Y.4101 7-12,13,14,15,16 ISLAND BLUE/WHITE/DIRECTOIRE BLUE
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P800L.0690 8-12,13,14,15,16,17 FLASH CORAL/BLACK/BLACK LETHAL TIGREOR IT FF is a performance boot packed with 

features that promote improved boot feel (Kangaroo Leather, 

Gusset Tongue, Removable Sock Liner) while offering increased 

stud-outsole traction (Multi Stud Configuration) suited to softer 

and wet grounds. The outsole combines two blended materials to 

offer a lightweight yet supportive base. The boot incorporates a 

midsole ramp to reduce load on calfs and achilles. A Removable 

Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning and improves 

shoe fitting.

LETHAL TIGREOR IT FF is a performance boot packed with 

features that promote improved boot feel, foot support and 

enhanced ground traction.

OUTSOLE:  A dual density outsole consisting of Solyte Polymer 

(a material that reduces boot weight) and Injection PU (a 

Polyurethane material) combine to provide a supportive, yet 

flexible, soft outsole that protects the foot from torsional forces 

and loads.  A long pincer like stud configuration is designed 

to grip the ground providing increased traction on slippery-

wet surfaces. However, the Forefoot outsole does not provide 

protection for those that suffer Metatarsalgia or Forefoot 

protection on very hard grounds.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte polymer midsole unit that is light and utilises 

FlyteFoam brings running shoe technology to the football boot. 

The result is a light weight boot that promotes cushioning. 

The midsole unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that 

enhances cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf 

and achilles. GEL Rearfoot units attenuate load at heel-strike. 

 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material 

is a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot comfort and 

“ball touch” from the natural feel of leather against the foot.  A 

Gusset Tongue Construction protects the foot from the outside 

environment offering a sense of secure feel and enhanced fit.

A Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 6-15.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$240LETHAL TIGREOR IT FF

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P800L.4306 8-12,13,14,15,16,17 DIRECTOIRE BLUE/FLASH CORAL/AQUARIUM

P800L.9001 8-12,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/WHITE/WHITE

A performance football boot that hugs the foot and promotes 

Forefoot flexibility for quick movement patterns. Long pincer type 

conical studs are particularly good for wet surfaces and a 10mm 

midsole ramp and the use of FlyteFoam de-loads the achilles 

and calfs while the achilles tendon pad offers cushioning and 

protection. Alos featuring a Removable Sockliner that supports 

the arch or can be removed to use an orthotic.

THE BENEFITS
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P603Y.0390 7-12,13,14,15 VIBRANT YELLOW/BLACK/BLACK The LETHAL LEGACY IT is a stable performance boot whose 

frame is built around Kangaroo Leather and Hybrid Leather. The 

boot performs well on soft and firm surfaces and is very poular 

among the AFL and Rugby League players. The boot incorporates 

a midsole 10mm ramp to reduce load on calfs and achilles. A 

Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The LETHAL LEGACY IT is a performance yet supportive boot 

built on a conbination of Kangaroo Leather and Hybrid Leather. 

The boot is a generous fit and whilst being performance oriented 

it offers ample protection for the unstable foot. 

OUTSOLE: A Solyte Polymer (a resin sole material approximately 

30% lighter than polyurethane) outsole provides a dual density 

unit combining support and cushioing. The studs are conical in 

shape with the Rearfoot configuration longer than the Forefoot 

spread. The lateral and medial Forefoot studs are shaped 

differently for lateral and medial quick release. The result is a 

boot that performs well on a dry and wet field.

 

MIDSOLE: Built on a Solyte midsole unit (two foams EVA 

and SpEVA) that promote cushioning are incorporated into a 

HG10mm midsole ramp unit that enhances cushioning, durability 

and reduces loads on the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A Kangaroo Leather Vamp that 

promotes boot comfort and “ball touch” from the natural feel 

of leather against the foot. A dual material tongue promotes 

comfort, lightness and a snug feel for the foot. An achilles 

protection notch has the dual purpose of cushioning the 

achilles and making the boot deep to accomodate strapping 

and orthotics. A Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical 

moulded support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion 

the foot, increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

THE BENEFITS

A generous fitting boot offering depth and a comfortable fit. The 

10mm midsole ramp helps to de-load the achilles and calfs 

whilst the achilles tendon pad offers cushioning and protection.

A Dual Density Outsole with stud length variability means the 

boot is suitable for dry and wet surfaces.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200LETHAL LEGACY IT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P603Y.4506 7-12,13,14,15 ASICS BLUE/FLASH CORAL/FLASH CORAL

P603Y.0145 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/IMPERIAL/SAFETY YELLOW



The LETHAL FLASH IT is a boot that offers support and stability 

for a wide variety of foot types. ASICS signature HG10mm 

midsole protects the calf and achilles from the demands of 

running on a football pitch (both natural and artificial turf). The 

use of a natural leather upper promotes a great feeing boot as 

well as moulding that “pseudo-customises” the boot. Possibly 

the most comfortable boot in the market place. The clever and 

unique softer medial conical stud configuration is ideal for those 

prone to blisters under the big toe or pain in the 1st toe joint.

The LETHAL FLASH IT is a boot that offers support and stability 

for a wide variety of foot types. The use of a natural leather 

upper promotes a great feeling boot and well as moulding that 

“pseudo-customises” the boot. The attention to detail provides 

a boot that possibly makes it the most comfortable boot in 

the market place. The clever and unique medially located 

dual density polymer outsole; and softer medial conical stud 

configuration is ideal for 1st metatarsal-sesamoid-blister 

overload.

OUTSOLE: A polyurethane outsole offers a supportive base 

that is lighter in weight than other materials and more flexible, 

promoting cushioning. Large moulded conical shaped studs 

provide a stable base of support particularly suited to firm 

grounds.The dual density studs under the medial Forefoot 

optimises comfort thus ideal on hard surfaces, those prone to 

blisters and sesamoid conditions.

MIDSOLE: The midsole unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp 

unit that enhances cushioning, durability and reduces loads on 

the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The upper is a natural leather thus 

improves the feel between the foot and the ball for Soccer and 

for other codes is a return to “yesteryear” where leather was the 

material of choice. However, the leather is lightweight and does 

not absorb water. This is a real win for those that want a good 

fitting comfortable leather boot. A Removable Sockliner provides 

an anatomical moulded support for the foot to rest on. This 

serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort and improve shoe 

fitting. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

FOOTBALL12

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P802L.9001 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/WHITE

A leather upper provides a point of difference for those 

footballers that prefer the feel of a natural material. Dual Density 

studs under the medial Forefoot optimises comfort therefore 

ideal on hard surfaces for those prone to blisters and sesamoid 

conditions.

A 10mm midsole ramp de-loads the achilles and calfs while the 

achilles tendon pad offers cushioning and protection.

A Removable Sockliner that supports the arch or can be removed 

to use an orthotic.

THE BENEFITS

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160LETHAL FLASH IT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P802L.0790 7-12,13,14,15 SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK/NEON LIME

P802L.0601 7-12,13,14,15 FLASH CORAL/WHITE/CORALICIOUS 
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The GEL-LETHAL TIGREOR 10 ST is a performance boot. With 

a 2 Rearfoot and 4 Forefoot screw-in stud configuration this 

shoe provides traction on soft surfaces. The boot is packed with 

features that promote improved boot feel (Kangaroo Leather, 

Gusset Tongue, Removable Sock Liner) whilst offering increased 

stud outsole traction (Multi Stud Configuration) suited to softer 

and wet grounds. The boot incorporates a midsole ramp to 

reduce load on calfs and achilles. A Removable Sockliner 

provides further internal shoe cushioning and improves shoe fit.

The GEL-LETHAL TIGREOR 10 ST is a performance boot 

packed with features to promote improved boot feel, foot support 

and enhanced ground traction.

OUTSOLE: A dual density outsole consisting of Solyte Polymer 

(a material that reduces boot weight but has supportive firm 

properties) provides an outsole unit that is supportive, yet flexible 

and which protects the foot from torsional forces and loads. A 

long pincer like stud configuration is designed to grip the ground 

providing increased traction on slippery wet surfaces.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte midsole unit that is light in weight combines 

two foams EVA and SpEVA to promote cushioning. The midsole 

unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles. 

GEL Rearfoot units attenuate load at heel-strike. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material 

is a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot comfort and 

“ball touch” from the natural feel of leather against the foot. A 

Gusset Tongue Construction protects the foot from the outside 

environment offering a sense of secure feel and enhanced fit.

A Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$240GEL-LETHAL TIGREOR ST

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P801Y.9001 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/WHITE
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The GEL-LETHAL TIGHT FIVE is a Rugby Union specifc boot 

that offers the forward a high level of grip traction for scrums 

and mauls. The configuration involves a Rearfoot of 2 screw in 

studs, 4 screw in Forefoot studs and 2 moulded studs providing 

a 6 Forefoot stud pattern. The boot is made from Kangaroo 

leather that promotes boot longevity, durability and the comfort of 

the natural feel of leather against the foot.

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The GEL-LETHAL TIGHT FIVE is a Rugby Union specfic boot 

that offers the forward a high level of grip traction for scrums 

and mauls. It is a protective boot offering a stable outsole unit for 

strength, support and durability.

OUTSOLE: A three density outsole is highly innovative and the 

only football boot to offer a combination of a Solyte Polymer 

outsole, PU Injection outsole and Pebax. The combination 

provides support and stability for the large forward particularly at 

the midfoot. The configuration involves a Rearfoot of 2 screw in 

studs, 4 screw in Forefoot studs and 2 moulded studs providing 

a 6 Forefoot stud pattern.

MIDSOLE: HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, 

durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles while a 

Solyte midsole provides load attenuation.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material is

a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot durability and 

boot comfort and the natural feel of leather against the foot. A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 8-15.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$260GEL-LETHAL TIGHT FIVE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P500Y.9093 8-12,13,14,15 BLACK/SILVER/RACING RED



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR15 FOOTBALL1515

The LETHAL WARNO ST2 is a second supportive and protective 

wet weather Rugby Union boot for the forward. The outsole offers 

8 screw-in studs (2 Rearfoot, 6 Forefoot). The boot is made from 

Kangaroo leather that promotes boot longevity, durability and the 

comfort of the natural feel of leather against the foot.

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The LETHAL WARNO ST2 is another supportive wet weather  

Rugby Union specific boot. It is also a protective boot offering a 

stable outsole unit for strength, support and durability.

OUTSOLE: A polyurethane injection outsole offers a more 

pliable, softer and more comfortable supportive outsole than the 

GEL-LETHAL TIGHT FIVE. The outsole offers 8 screw-in studs (2 

Rearfoot, 6 Forefoot)

MIDSOLE: HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, 

durability and reduces load on the calf and achilles whilst a 

Solyte midsole provides load attenuation with durability.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The key to the upper material is 

a Kangaroo Leather Vamp that promotes boot durability and 

boot comfort and the natural feel of leather against the foot. A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200LETHAL WARNO ST2

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P000Y.9045 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/VICTORIA BLUE/WHITE



The key features in the category of Football Boots include:

Dual Density Outsole - A firmer outsole polymer combined with 

a softer outsole that attenuates load in places where load forces 

are high. The properties of the outsole improve cushioning and 

comfort whilst providing a stable base for quick feet propulsion.

Multi-Stud Configuration - A combination of different traction 

configurations and shapes as well as different stud designs and 

outsole numbers to optimise traction properties and ensure even 

weight bearing distribution, dependent on the design of the boot.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - A midsole support for the shoe by 

supporting the arches of the feet, improving shoe durability and 

increasing torsional support

Rearfoot GEL - These units provide an additional layer of 

cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high 

impact loads of running.

HG10mm - A midsole ramp 10mm built into the midsole of the 

football boot that reduces load on the calf and achilles region to 

reduce injury risk and fatigue.

Removable Sockliner - Providing an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

 

Kangaroo Leather Vamp - Enhancing the comfort of the boot 

to provide a natural feel of leather. It also contributes to “added 

feel” of the ball on the foot.

Pebax Outsole - A polyethele-nylon mixture that provides a 

super lightweight outsole but with high stability.

Injection PU Outsole - A polyurethane material that is more 

pliable than other synthetics thus providing a softer more 

comfortable supportive outsole.

Solyte Midsole - A lighter weight midsole material that 

combines a midsole foam (EVA) and SpEVA to enhance 

cushioning and durability of the football boot.

Gusset Tongue Construction - To prevent dirt, grass and water 

from entering the football boot through the lace eyelets or the 

space between the tongue and the upper part of the boot.

Clutch Counter - An external heel support that promotes heel 

Rearfoot stability to improve the fit and comfort of the shoe. 

PHF - An internal heel foam cushion to protect the achilles 

tendon / heel bone from abrasive football load forces of twisting 

and turning that affects the Rearfoot.

The ASICS range of Kids Football Boots  endorsed by Sports Medicine Australia comprise 4 models for all football codes. Extensive 

research has gone into the development of this range of boots, made specifically for the developing footballer. The footwear has 

specific protective qualities to minimise impact on growth plates whilst at the same time boot construction involves features to 

enhance comfort. The ASICS range of football boots are designed for Australian ground conditions and have coverage for the wet 

winter months and hard surfaces of Summer when pre-season training commences and some codes of football are played.

FEATURES
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C616Y.0145 2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/VICTORIA BLUE/SILVER The GEL-LETHAL ULTIMATE 12 GS is a protective boot 

engineered for young footballers. With a generous level of foot 

support for over pronators and the depth to cope with a thicker 

foot, this boot can accommodate most feet and even a medical 

orthotic. HG10 technology protects the achilles and calf during 

play whilst a stable midsole ensures junior players stay stable. 

Meanwhile, conical shaped Rearfoot studs provide traction 

on harder surfaces and variable shaped lugs on the Forefoot 

distribute weight evenly to protect growing bodies.

The GEL-LETHAL ULTIMATE 12 GS is a protection support 

boot for the young footballer. The boot offers a very stable base 

of support, boot depth and a generous fit for the thicker shaped 

foot or if wearing an orthotic. 

OUTSOLE: A dual density thermoplastic combining a Solyte 

Polymer and Polyurethane Injection Outsole provides a pliable 

soft, comfortable yet supportive outsole. The perimeter of the 

outsole includes conical shaped studs at the Rearfoot and 

variable shaped lugs at the Forefoot combined to offer a stable 

base of support and to evenly distribute weight bearing loads 

especially on harder surfaces. 

MIDSOLE: HG10mm midsole ramp enhances cushioning, 

durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles whilst a 

Solyte midsole provides load attenuation with durability.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A synthetic upper with generous 

depth accommodates a wider foot whilst a Removable Sockliner 

provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot to rest on. 

This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort and improve 

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

FOOTBALL
KIDS GS

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$130

GEL-LETHAL  
ULTIMATE GS 12

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C616Y.9093 2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/WHITE/SILVER

C616Y.9001 2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/WHITE/BLACK



LETHAL TIGREOR IT GS is a performance boot that is light 

weight and designed for the stable-efficient foot type. A 

traditional conical stud configuration provides a stable base of 

support especially on harder surfaces. The boot offers protective 

features for the growing footballer that incorporates a midsole 

ramp to reduce load on calfs and achilles.

LETHAL TIGREOR IT GS is a performance that is light weight 

designed for the stable-efficient foot type.

OUTSOLE:  A polyurethane outsole offers a supportive base 

that is lighter in weight than other materials and more flexible, 

promoting cushioning. Large moulded conical shaped studs 

provide a stable base of support particularly suited to firm 

grounds.

MIDSOLE: A Solyte midsole unit that is light in weight combines 

two foams EVA and SpEVA to promote cushioning. The midsole 

unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles.  

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A synthetic upper with generous 

depth accommodates a wider foot while a Removable Sockliner 

provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot to rest on. 

This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort and improve 

shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 1-7.

FOOTBALL
KIDS GS18

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C801Y.9001 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/WHITE/WHITE

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120LETHAL TIGREOR IT GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C801Y.0106 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/FLASH CORAL/SILVER

A performance boot for the stable-efficient foot. A10mm midsole 

ramp de-loads the achilles and calfs that is especially important 

for the growing footballer who is prone to Severs Syndrome.

A light weight, flexible boot that consists of two cushioning 

properties, also a Removable Sockliner that supports the arch or 

can be removed to use an orthotic.

THE BENEFITS
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The DS LIGHT 2 JR is an entry level boot offering

support and stability to a wide variety of foot types. The growing

footballer is protected by the inclusion of HG10mm to reduce

load on calfs and achilles. A Removable Sockliner provides

further internal shoe cushioning and improves shoe fit.

The DS LIGHT 2 JR is an entry level boot offering support and 

stability to a wide variety of foot types. The growing footballer is 

protected by the inclusion of HG10mm to reduce load on calves 

and achilles.

OUTSOLE: A polyurethane outsole offers a supportive base,

lighter in weight than other materials and more flexible to 

promote cushioning. Large moulded conical shaped studs 

provide a stable base of support particularly suited to

firm grounds.

MIDSOLE: The midsole unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp

unit that enhances cushioning, durability and reduces loads on

the calf and achilles.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A synthetic upper with generous

depth accommodates a wider foot whilst a Removable Sockliner

provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot to rest on.

This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort and improve

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 1-7.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100DS LIGHT 2 JR

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C726Y.0701 1,2,3,4,5,6 SAFETY YELLOW/WHITE/DIRECTOIRE BLUE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C726Y.2301 1,2,3,4,5,6 FIERY RED/WHITE/DIRECTOIRE BLUE
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MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C802Y.9001 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/WHITE/WHITE The LETHAL FLASH IT GS is a boot offering support and 

stability for a wide variety of foot types. The growing footballer is 

protected by the inclusion of HG10mm to reduce load on calfs 

and achilles. A good entry level boot that performs well on all 

football surfaces.

The LETHAL FLASH IT GS is a boot that offers support and 

stability for a wide variety of foot types. The growing footballer is 

protected by the inclusion of HG10mm to reduce load on calfs 

and achilles. 

OUTSOLE: A polyurethane outsole offers a supportive base 

that is lighter in weight than other materials and more flexible 

promoting cushioning. Large moulded conical shaped studs 

provide a stable base of support particularly suited to firm 

grounds.

MIDSOLE: The midsole unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp 

unit that enhances cushioning, durability and reduces loads on 

the calf and achilles. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: An achilles protection notch has 

the dual purpose of cushioning the achilles and at the same time 

making the boot deep enough to accommodate orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 1-7.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$90LETHAL FLASH IT GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C802Y.0790 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK/NEON LIME

C802Y.0601 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 FLASH CORAL/WHITE/CORALICIOUS

A cleverly designed entry level boot with attention to detail that 

promotes comfort and protection for the growing footballer. The 

10mm midsole ramp works to de-loads the achilles and calfs 

while the achilles tendon pad offers cushioning and protection

This is a light weight and flexible boot featuring a Removable 

Sockliner to supports the arch or to be removed to use an 

orthotic.

THE BENEFITS
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